Background
An acousto-optic (AO) device consists of a crystal driven by a piezoelectric oscillator, allowing for controllable diffraction of a laser beam. The sound waves effectively create a grating, and the deflection is a function of the light and sound frequencies and crystal properties, all of which are summarized by the Klein-Cook parameter (Q). A single diffracted order is created in the Bragg regime, in which Q is larger than 8π. This arrangement is utilized for many signal-processing applications, and if it is incorporated into a feedback loop, an AO cell can chaotically modulate an input signal for encryption applications. When used within a nonlinear feedback loop, the diffracted beam in the chaotic regime may be used as a carrier for secure information transmission. This arrangement produces controllable nonlinear dynamics, leading to secure static and dynamic transmission and retrieval of analog and digital signals, including applications in the medical and steganography areas. ) feedback current. Uniform plane waves lead to a sin 2 variation in intensity. Here, to understand the effect of profiled beams, a modified version of this expression was developed and used to simulate the system for arbitrary profiles [1] . Equation 1 contains this expression, where the function represents the observed output along the optical phase shift dimension for a nonuniform input profile, ̂0 is the peak phase delay, ̃ is the feedback gain, and is the feedback time delay [1] .
Chaotic encryption and decryption with profiled optical beams
To apply chaos as a means of encrypting a signal waveform ( ), the signal is applied to the bias driver such thatthe peak phase delay has the form of ̂=̂0 + ( ). The resulting chaotic photodetector current is then viewed as a modulated version of the input signal. After transmission through a channel, ( ) is recovered in the manner of standard heterodyne detection where a local chaos wave is generated using a second Bragg cell parameters matched to the transmitter cell. The local chaos is multiplied with the modulated signal, and the product is low-pass filtered to recover ( ).
With the proper choice of parameters, ( ) is completely encrypted, and a simulation of this case is shown in Fig. 2 using a digital signal. The chaos contains no apparent hint of the original signal, but by using matched parameters in the receiver, it is recovered with no bit errors [1] . To illustrate the sensitivity to mismatch achieved using non-uniform input beams, Fig. 3 shows digital images recovered with different levels of mismatch in a single parameter. The original image is a color version of the standard Lena test image, and mismatches of 0.1%, 0.2%, and 0.4% are used in the gain parameter. 
Applications of the AO modulation scheme
The potential strength of encryption for the AO scheme is appropriate for especially sensitive medical applications, and the scheme is tested on the encryption of electrocardiography (ECG) signals, which require higher security due to their biometric properties as well as legal protections. This work includes combining AO encryption with steganography as an additional layer of security [2, 3] . Fig. 4 illustrates this concept for a medical image in which patient information is hidden using steganography encoding. The resulting stego image is then encrypted, transmitted, and recovered with AO modulation, and the hidden text is recovered with steganography decoding. 
Conclusion
The feasibility of chaotic encryption of low or high bandwidth signals with HAOF-based nonlinear modulation is clearly demonstrated. The strength of the encryption is shown to significantly increase due to the use of physically realistic profiled beams in the simulation, relative to earlier analyses that assume uniform input beams. 54, 195-203 (2015) .
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